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            Power Your PotentialTM

            MakeMusic, Inc. brings
                together all the tools you need to teach, practice, perform,
                explore, and create music with MakeMusic Cloud (SmartMusic), and
                products like Finale and Garritan.

Start a 30 day FREE trial
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            Music Catalog

            MakeMusic Cloud’s Music Catalog is the largest interactive and
                digital sheet music library available, spanning every
                instrument, ensemble type, skill level, and genre, along with
                the ability to print over 15,000 titles.
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            Classroom

            Monitor and assess students in the Classroom tool with the
                Gradebook. Create and customize Assignments, build Classes, gain
                insight from Practice Analytics, and connect directly with your
                LMS with Single Sign-On.

            Teach
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            Compose

            The Compose solution brings your creations to life by 
allowing you to create, edit, import, and
                share custom 
music notation projects.

            Create

        

    

    
        
            Sight Reading Studio

            Generate an infinite number of sight-reading exercises customized
                for each of your students’ needs with Sight Reading Studio.

            See more
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            Practice

            Our next-level assessment tool gives immediate feedback on note,
                pitch, rhythm, and duration for performers at all levels.

            Learn more

        

    






    
     

        
            MakeMusic brands

            MakeMusic, Inc. and its brands help
                deliver world leading technology for performers, educators,
                creators, and musicians.
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                        MakeMusic Cloud,
                            formerly SmartMusic, provides students and teachers
                            with access to the largest interactive and digital
                            music libraries for band, orchestra, jazz, vocal,
                            and solo pieces. Students can practice with an
                            accompaniment and get immediate feedback on their
                            performance and teachers can utilize Sight Reading
                            Studio, the Gradebook, and other teacher tools for
                            assessment.
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                        For more than 25
                            years, Finale has been the industry standard in
                            music notation software, enabling composers,
                            arrangers, musicians, teachers, students, and
                            publishers to create, edit, print, and publish
                            musical scores. With Finale v27, Finale users can
                            share their creations, use SMuFL compliant fonts,
                            and take advantage of Finale’s revised instrument
                            list.
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                        Created by music teachers for music teachers,
                            Fons is an inspired business software built to eliminate administration time and help
                            grow private music studios by automating payments, integrating policies, connecting 
                            with prospective students, and customizing scheduling.
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                        Garritan Virtual
                            Instruments offer breathtaking sounds to inspire the
                            musician’s creative experience. Everything we do is
                            aimed at helping musicians realize and maximize
                            their creative potential. The Garritan Anthology
                            library gives users access to 8 instrument sound
                            libraries, from Personal Orchestra to Concert &
                            Marching Band to World instruments.

                    

                

            
        



        
            

            Stay up to date

            Discover practical music tips, repertoire, and more delivered
                directly to you!

            Join email list
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